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DISCLAIMER

This is not a talk about SPARC results. It is about the resistive wall 
boundary condition in NIMROD.

No conclusions about SPARC should be drawn from the new material 
(resistive wall cases). 



OUTLINE

PART 1 – Background: ideal wall results with the runaway electron 
mitigation coil (REMC) in SPARC*

PART 2 – Recent work: simulations with reswall_rmp boundary 
condition

*V.A. Izzo, I. Pusztai, K. Sarkimaki, A. Sundstrom, D. Garnier, D. Weisberg, R.A. Tinguely, C. Paz-Soldan, R.S. Granetz, R. 
Sweeney, “Runaway electron deconfinement in SPARC and DIII-D by a passive 3D coil”, Submitted to Nuclear Fusion.



Part 1 – Ideal wall REMC simulations for
SPARC

The SPARC REMC is a 3D (n=1) coil 
that is driven passively by the loop 
voltage produced during the current
quench phase of a disruption for the 
purpose of producing magnetic 
perturbations that will deconfine 
runaway electrons before they can 
avalanche to large populations



This is modeled in NIMROD with the rmp
boundary condition
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This is modeled in NIMROD with the rmp
boundary condition

Uses generalized time-dependent RMP 
boundary conditions implemented by E. 
Howell. 

“polyip” option for “RMP_TYPE” differs 
a bit from the other options because it 
is an analytic function of plasma current 
not of time. The time derivative needed 
for the E-field is evaluated numerically 
(after smoothing the plasma current).



One issue with these calculations is that the 
conducting wall must be inside the coil location

Close conducting wall 
shortens CQ time, 
significantly stabilizes 
MHD activity

• Two boundary shapes 
compared for no-coil 
disruption simulations

• With bigger wall RE test-
particle tracker predicts 
faster RE losses over a 
longer interval of time

Larger wall shapeLarger wall shape

• Extremely short field lines result 
in RE confinement times an 
order of magnitude less in the 
larger boundary simulation

# toroidal transitsclose wall larger wall



One issue with these calculations is that the 
conducting wall must be inside the coil location

Larger wall shape

The n>0 problem: artificial stabilization of 
modes by the close conducting wall



One issue with these calculations is that the 
conducting wall must be inside the coil location

Larger wall shapeThe n=0 problem: Less poloidal flux 
in the domain leads to a more rapid 
current quench. 



Part 2: Present implemetation of resistive wall 
with NIMbnd addresses only the n>0 problem* 

* Although Dan Barnes is working on the n=0 part

Thin resistive wall with infinitely far outer wall. Called by nimset/fgnimeq to calculate 
a response matrix that is used by NIMROD.

Wall resistance is parametrized by vwall=eta_wall/(mu0*delta_wall)

reswall_rmp option for magnetic_bc also allows this to be used conjunction with 
RMP boundary conditions.



It’s not completely clear what vwall should be 
when placing the boundary at the limiter location

The actual conducting wall(s) on SPARC (there are two) would have 
something like vwall=10 or vwall=40, but this is outside the coil.

With the wall placed at the limiter, a higher vwall might be appropriate. 
For now I’m just running with a range of values to try to understand the 
trend. 



Comparison of one RW case with ideal wall

Ideal wall case (solid) 
has driven (n=1,odd) 
modes coming up 
faster and unstable 
(n=2,even) modes 
saturating earlier at 
higher amplitude than 
resistive wall (dashed, 
vwall=40) case. 



Scan of vwall seems like it converges in the 
wrong direction

n=1 magnetic energy

Ideal Wall

vwall = 400

vwall = 40

vwall = 10

n=2 magnetic energy

Plasma current



Ideal Wall
vwall = 400

vwall = 40

vwall = 10

Trend for runaway electron confinement 
corresponds to trend in n=1,2 amplitude



Handwaving and speculation

The n>0 fields consist of the externally driven due to the rmp boundary condition, 
and the internal fields due to unstable mode growth.

The coil current determines how much n=1 flux is injected into the volume. In the 
ideal wall case, that flux is trapped in volume. In the other cases it can diffuse 
back out. Maybe at all these values is vwall, the driven term is greatly reduced and 
the unstable term is increasing with vwall.



Next steps

1) There must be some small values of vwall that approach the ideal 
wall in the right direction… need to try smaller values

2) Also model cases using the reswall with no rmp, such as the case 
that was compared to the larger boundary shape. 

3) Hoping to include the n=0 component soon as well.


